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Just EnoughTM, never too much   
CONFIDENTIAL  update 9.30.22 - 4.3.23 

The Legacy Series product family provides an auto or remote-controlled learning method 

which follows our trademark – Just EnoughTM, never too much - patented learning process  

The Legacy Series system utilizes animal behavior science ‘Incentive Learning’ techniques 

in conjunction with ‘non-aversive’ stimuli to guide a dog into a new behavior with the 

canine learning on its own that indeed their tasks can be achieved smoothly, softly, with 

no pain, fear, or apprehension rather occurring in a relaxed atmosphere.  (Even if or 

when utilizing Impulse stimulation, the output is offered in the Just EnoughTM, never too 

much process.) 

The difference between it and the older methods of electronic training is fundamental: with 

the Legacy Series, when you give the command, you simultaneously apply pressure onto the 

hand-held activator button - it measures the pressure applied and always starts at a (0) level 

and moves linearly upwards to match the dog’s adrenal level or degree of situational 

distraction, then used to guide the dog to its target, and then upon the dog’s completion of or 

arrival at the assigned task, the pressure on the hand-held activator button is released and the 

motivational output reduces downward back to (0) zero.  (Based upon this method, the 

motivational sensation the dog experiences are a non-aversive directional/guidance 

communication system.)   

The timing of this variability of motivational sensation is perfect - when the dog’s activity 

ceases, the output from the collar unit decreases at a pre-determined rate - the dog intuitively 

understands that the cessation of this sensation signals to the dog that its activity has been 

appropriately followed.  This completes the Just EnoughTM, never too much sequence. 

 

We welcome you to join our family!! 

 
“Dog Inspired Technology” 

 

the Legacy Series - patent # 10,375,930, #11,470,816 & pats. pending - www.cjeproducts.com  

http://www.cjeproducts.com/

